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Imagine a class where students are actively and personally engaged in thinking critically while also

discovering how to apply those thinking skills in everyday life. Now imagine those same students

confidently participating in class, working efficiently through the exercises outside class, and

performing better in the course. With Connect Critical Thinking, students can achieve this success.

Connect Critical Thinking is a first: a learning program with pedagogical tools that are anchored in

research on critical thinking. Along with Moore & Parkerâ€™s engaging writing style and the wealth

of topical exercises and examples that are relevant to studentsâ€™ lives, Connect Critical Thinking

helps ensure that students can come to class confident and prepared. What other course provides

students with skills they can apply so broadly to success in school and success in life?
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Brooke Moore is a professor of philosophy at California State University, Chico, where he serves as

Coordinator of the Critical Thinking Program. A former chair of the Philosophy and History

departments, Moore was the University Outstanding Professor in 1996. He has served as a

university Master Teacher and has coordinated the universityâ€™s program for mentoring new

faculty. His publications include The Power of Ideas (with Kenneth Bruder), The Cosmos, God, and

Philosophy (with Ralph J. Moore), A Comprehensive Introduction to Moral Philosophy (with Robert

Stewart), and other works. Richard Parker is Professor Emeritus of philosophy at California State

University, Chico. He has been three times chair of the university's Faculty Senate, Dean of

Undergraduate Education, and Executive Assistant to the President and has received Professional



Achievement Honors for his academic work. He has published in analytic philosophy, critical

thinking, and philosophy of law, and his views on punishment and responsibility have been included

in major anthologies. Outside academia, Parker is a semiprofessional flamenco guitarist, performing

with dancers around and about northern California; he rides a Harley-Davidson motorcycle, plays

golf for fun and pool for money, and spends as much time as possible in southern Spain.

Instead of the pages being bound with glue to a spine, the pages were bound by three metal rings

(like a binder) and the pages are extremely thin. So what happens as you flip from page to page is

you often end up ripping some of the pages out of the book! Save your money and rent a college

textbook next time. You can't sell a rented book for money, but you either won't get much back for

selling a book you bought when the semester is up, or your book is already an older edition and you

can't sell it anyway once the semester is over.

I bought this book for my community class in order to get my General Education towards my

Associates degree. I really liked this book, I know books can be very dry and boring to read. You

can not tell me that any book you have read was not dry or hard to read. This book was straight

forward or me and it really helped me set all of the information I learned in class in stone. It helped

me understand it and helped me grow with the in formation it provided me.I believe that the author

did a lot in this updated edition compared to their last edition. I would highly recommend any of

those who are going into a critical thinking class to buy this book because it will help them also.

Also, for those who are in a class and this book is recommended I would advise those who are in

the class not flake out and buy the book, and for those that are required to buy a newer edition. I

would say that this edition is more than enough for the in formation that is obtained from it.

This textbook was great for clarifying and summarizing a lot of the content for my Critical Thinking

course. Although I did not read through it all, the bits and pieces that I did read were really easy to

understand and written in a way that I would be able to remember the ideas.

I enjoyed this book, it gave me insite on new terminology on how an argument can be evaluated. I

found out that news media use a lot of the fallacies described in the text. Also, many of the fallacies

mentioned are used everyday through normal conversations between people. I recommmend this

book for reading so that a person would understand how our language has other definitions.



even with the questions at the back, i still needed a teacher to hold my hand. some of the questions

will be simple enough to fool you and then slap you on the face.it's the first time when no one in my

class is understanding the material without breaking down every argument concept down to their

fundamental thoughts. "the world is flat" "i believe the world is flat" "the world should be flat" "the

world is better flat"still a good book and an interesting class.i recommend this book for anyone going

into social science / law / english fields.

I rented this book for a college course- but I have read half of it before my class even began- I would

consider this a must have for any library and a great tool for parents to teach their children the first

set of survival skills that will pay big dividends- and those skills involve the one muscle that is the

most important- the mind ( yes I know the brain/mind isn't a muscle). But in my opinion, and this is

going to sound clichÃ©, just like the fish, do not tell you children what to think but how to think. This

book is not cheap, but anyone who gets this grass roots movement will reference these pages for

years

The book itself was ok. I mean, I did not like Philosophy but this book helped my understanding for

the exams.The seller's detail to the book was greatly described.

The book is fine but not the book I needed because I ordered the book early and the school

changed to the newer version
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